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AUSTRACT 

Current research in applied demand analysis has been addressing the twin issues (If 

degree of 1l0n~1inearity or curvature of the Engel curves and the ability to capture price effects 
appropriately by the demand system, .l'urthcl', in addition to income and prices, the role of 
demographic vudables like household size, composition and dynamic aspects like conSU11.1cr taste 
& preferenccs nrc also ernphasized in reccnt literature. Continuous efforts are being made to 
modify the existing models and propose new ones to incorporate the above developments. The 
purpose of this study is to re~examine the usefulness of the popular linear expenditure systenl 
viswa~vis two other flexible models viz, Nasso expenditure system, a generalization of tIle linear 
expenditure system itself, and the almost ideal demand system in the above context for India. 

We extend the above three models by incorporating dummy variables representing three 
income groups, rural~urban sectors and their interactions; one demographic variable namely 
household size and time trend variable representing consumer taste & preferences into the 
appropriate demand model parameters. National Sample Survey data on consumer expenditure 
for five quinquennial rounds viz. 27 (1972-73), 32 (1977·78), 38 (1983), 43 (1987-88) and 50 
(1993-94) at the all India level; and comparable retail price series from Jain and Minlms (1991) 
and Tendulkar and Jain (1993) are used for estimating the above models. Seven broad 
commodity groups viz. (i) cereals & substitutes, (ii) pulses, (iii) milk & products, (iv) edible oil 
& fats, (v) meat, eggs and fish, (vi) other food and (vii) total nonfood are used in this analysis. 

The empirical results show wide variation in m~rginal budget shares and demand 
elasticities across income groups, rural-urban sectors and alternative models. The household size 
and consumer taste & preferences are found to be statistically significant. The results have 
confirmed the earlier findings that there are significant changes in consumer tastes away from 
cereals and pulses in favor of other food and nonfood commodities. It is found that the linear 
expenditure system, despite its limitations of linearity and additivity, could provide a good 
description of consumption patterns in India, i.e, able to capture curvature in Engel curves, 
provided adequate care is taken to distinguish a few meaningful income categories and rural
urban sectors. The demand parameters have also exhibited some well-known patterns. 

The results show further that flexible models, which are theoretically superior, gave 
unacceptable positive price responses for some commodities and violated second order 
conditions of utility maximization. It is found that some ad-hoc separability restrictions are 
needed, thereby limiting the flexibility of the model, to get negative own-price responses in these 
models. But, second order conditions are still violated. The tests of nested hypotheses also 
confirnl the need for inclusion of household size, consumer taste, income group and rural-urban 
dummies along with their interaction variables in the demand system. 



I. Introduction 

Studies on nunily budget.s have a long history. I Ever since the pioneering works of 

EngeJ, Pigou and Schultz on the quantification of consumer behavior, there have been a number 

(Jfattcmpts to make this area of t'csearch a scientific discipline. Valuable contributions also came 

from Allen and Bowley, Wold and Jureen and Prais and Houthakker to this area. The need for 

collection of consumer expenditure data and quantification of the implied demand parameters 

cannot be over emphasized. In both planned and market economies, the estimated demand 

paran,eters serve a variety of purposes, These applications include poverty level estimation~ 

optimal commodity tax rates, demand projections, and wide ranging macro economic decisions. 

For e.g., knowledge about likely future demand for goods and services can help in avoiding 

unduly large deficit/surplus of commodities thereby leading to an efficient allocation of 

resources. Income elasticities of demand are the conceptual basis for demand projections. There 

have been a large number of studies on consumer behavior in India. More recent studies include 

for e.g. Radhakrishna and Ravi (1992), Meenakshi (1996), Ray (1996), Murty (1997, 1998, 

1999), Meenakshi and Ray (1999) and Radhakrishna and Murty (1999). These studies are varied 

in nature and focus. 

Some of the above studies have shown the importance of incorporating consumer taste & 

preferences in a single equation as well as demand system framework. This could explain the 

decline in per capita consumption of cereals (both superior and coarse cereals) and pulses, 

despite positive income response, implying shifts in consumption from cereals and pulses to 

! See Brown and Deaton (l972) for an excellent survey of studies of household expenditure and Bhattacharya (1975) 
for Indian studies. Radhakrishna and Murty (1999) have reviewed the works on complete demand systems. Pollak 
and Wales (l992) and Deaton (1997) are the most comprehensive recent texts on the subject. 
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O[ilel foods and non-food over time Murty (1997), using a single equation Approach has sh own 

lha!. the above conclusion holds fbr ten semi·arid tropical states in India. The purpose or this 

swdy is to carry Lh:5 analysis a liule lbrther by incorporating household size and time trend, the 

latter as proxy for consumer taste & preferences. into demand parameters of three alternative 

demand $\,stems. giving due imponance to income distribution effects The present exerci se is 

preliminary in naLure and will be extended to state specific data. Tl,le chosen models are the 

popular linear expenditure system (LES), its generalization called Nasse expenditure system 

(NES) and the almost ideal demand system (;\JDS) We hope to re-examine the usefulness of the 

restrictive LES vis-ii-vis the I'lexible NES and the AIDS models., 

2. 	Methodology 

In demand analysis, dynamic efTects are usually captured either by introducing lagged 

consumption or s. mple time trend as a shifter variable in parameters of a demand function. The 

inclusion of past consumptiol1 has the advantage of nice interpretation as habit formation in the 

case of non-durable commodities :1:1d stock adjustment for durable goods. However, it is well 

known that a lagged dependent variable may lead to problems of auto-correlat_ion and dynamic 

instabilitv of the model 

Earlier studies (e.g. Radhakrishna and Ravi (1992) J have represented changes in 

I 
consumer taste & preferences as parameterlregime shifts using dummy variable. But, this 

approach has the inherent disadvantage of identifying the exact time point of regime shift before 

hand. This can be quite tricky and subjective. Meenakshi (1996), however. has used a time trend 

variable to allow shifts in parameters in this study, we use time trend to capture changes in 
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consurne:r last(! & preferences in a year·to~year systematic way throu¥Jl shitls in parameters of a 

demand system Likewise, effects of changes in h(JUsehold size are modeled through a procedure, 

now known as, 'demographic translation'. Here again, certain parameters of the demand system 

are Illude to depend on demographic variables such as household size [e.g. Meenakshi and Ray 

(1999)J. 

In developing countries like India, a major issue relates to capturing income distribution 

effects on consumption. This is akin to capturing curvature in the underlying Engel curves. 

Earlier studies have suggested segregation of data into real income (total expenditure) groups 

and estimate separate model for each real income group [e.g. RadhaKrishna and Ravi (1992)]. 

This requires estimation of income-class specific cost of living indices, which can be tedious and 

cumber-some. It is decided therefore to distinguish three broad income/population groups viz., 

lowest 30%, middle 40% and top 30% of the population based on estimated number of persons 

from NSS family budget survey itself In view of the grouped nature of the published data, the 

percentage of population covered by these three income groups can only be made approximately 

30%,40% and 30%. 

Based on these considerations, two dummy variables representing three income groups. 

one dummy variable for rural-urban sectors and their interactions are created These are in 

addition to explanatory variables - per capita total expenditure, consumer price indices. 

household size, and time trend. Interactions of rural-urban dummy with income group dummies 

enables us to distinguish differences in consumer taste & preferences, and household size effects 

across the income groups and rural-urban sectors. These dummy variables enter the appropriate 

demand model parameters as discussed below: 
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( I ) has prtJPosed a demand system known ali linear expenditure system that has 

found numerous applications in applied demand analysis, Stone has derived tile LES frorn 

linear equations by imposing the general restricrions of con~1;lmer theory as well as the 

particular restriction of additivity. He has considered a main model (LES) and suggested a few 

other vartanLS It wiII be seen that the LES is relatively simple in estimation and its parameters 

are arnenabl e LO easv interpretation. 

The LES in its well~known form is written as follows 

(2.1) (i = 1 .. ,n) 

where Illl, Q2, ... ,Qll) is the vector of quantities purchased by the consumer at prices (PI, P2, ...,Pn) 

with income y 

It is interpreted that the consumer first allocates his budget ft1r the minimum necessary 

purchases ot' goods in accordance with parameters c at their prices. This amounts to ~IIJ.I pjc) 

The consumer then allocates the remaining amount, (y _l:nj~1 PjCj), to all commodities in the 

propanion oC bi to the ith irem. Following this interpretation, the expenditure on any item can 

be seen as consisting of two components- one, a committed or subsistence expenditure, PiC" 

and second. a ponian of uncommitted or supernumerary expenditure, bj (y l:t\J~1 pjCj)' The 

Ci parameter is called 'committed quantity' for the ith commodity 2 Since the partial 

derivative of Piqi W.Lt. Y equals bj, this parameter is called the marginal budget share on ith 

commodity 

C TIus illlcrprelation for Cj is only suggesti\'e and it is not always possible to do so, panicularly when C, is ncgative. A 
negative c, is. however, not inconsistent \\illl tlleory. 
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the homogeneity re:micllOll, The adding-up propeny It can bt: seen that I ) 

I. substitution matrix would be negative sCl11i~detinite, if 

o. 

The LES yields linear Engel curves. The model is consistent W.Lt. aggregation over 

individuals provided we assume identical b vector for all consumers. The c vector, however, 

can var)' across consumers. The consist(mcy \V.f.t aggregation over commodities requires the use 

of item specific c vector as weight for computing group price indices 

Direct and indirect utililY nnd Cost Functions of LES: 

The direct utility function underiying the LES known as Stone-Geary utility function 

is written as 

(2.3) 

Maximization of (2.3) subject to the budget constraim yields the Marshaliian demand 

functions (2.1). It can be verified that c, "" ,(, and b, = ~i 12.:\.'I~k. Without loss of generality, 

assuming I'\,=IPk == I, the direct utility function can be re-written as 

(24) u(q) = I ( q, e,l\ hi 

Re-writing (21) as a quamity equation, we can express qi as a function of prices and 

income. Substituting this into (:~.4) and simplifying, we get the indirect utility function of the 

LES as 

(2,5) 


where bo = rc\=,bl; -bk The indirect utility function in (2.5), in line with the general indirect 

utility function, is homogeneous of degree zero in prices and incomt;. Note also tlla': W(y,p) is 
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!!OIHldditi vc for c) 0 tbr any j lH!CaUSe lhere exists no monotonic transforrnation F ( ) such 

thar 

However, if Ci 0 V i, i,e lhe util ity function (2.3) belongs to the class of hornothetic 

(Bergson family) functions. Then (2.5) reduces to an additive form 

(2.6) 


We note that the Samuelson-Hicks result that both direct and indirect utility functions 

will be additive only in the case of homothetic utility function. Following the duality approach, 

the indirect utility function in (2.5) can also be expressed as a cost (expenditure) function: 

(1,7) 

Using Roy's (1942) identity for the indirect utility function \V(y,p) in (2.5), we get the 

same LES demand equations as an alternative approach. Yet another route would be to use 

duality theo! em known as Sheppard's lemma for the cost function in (2.7). This would yield the 

Hicksian compensated demand functions corresponding to the LES.J The inter-relationship 

between the indirect utility and cost functions of the LES is obvious: 

Elasticities: 

Differentiating (2.1) partially W.Lt. income and prices and re-arrangmg, we get the 

expressions for income and price elasticities of demand. For commodity i, the income 

elasticity (l1io) and price elasticity with respect to jth price (l1ij) are given by 

(2.8) 11io 

J We will e:\-plore this approach in more detail while dealing "itll tlic Almost Ideal Demand System in Section 2.3. 
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(29) llij ,,;z. bij + (i5ij bi )p; Cj I (PI qi ) 

where I for i "" j and 0 otherwise, 

Notice that the income and price elasticities are not constant but vary with the income 

alld consumption level as well as prices. If 0 < b; 1 and Cj > 0 for all i, then it follows that all 

commodities must be normal in nature (no inferior good), price il1elastic and pair-wise net 

substitutes. For any demand system linear in income, it can be shown that the income elasticity 

increases (decreases) towards unity with income for necessary (luxury) goods. This is not in 

conformity with empirical evidence on the behavior of income elasticity w,r.t. changes in 

income, partieu larly for staple items like food. Therefore, this property which stems from linear 

Engel curves, is viewed as a theoretical limitation of the LES. 

2.2 Variants of the Linear Expenditure System: 

(jl) LES with variable parameters: 

The LES can also be made flexible to allow for changes in parameters due to income 

level differences, rural/urban sector specificity, demographic features, dynamic behavior 

related to past consumption, shifts in consumer taste & preferences etc. by allowing its 

parameters to vary with those respective determinant(s). In all these cases, the marginal budget 

shares and or committed quantities can be postulated to depend on discrete (dummy) variables 

(and their interactions if necessary) representing income groups, rural/urban sectors, or even 

continuous variables relating to household characteristics like size, number of adults, children 

etc. Thus, in general, the vectors band c can in fact be made into matrices of parameters. The 

columns of c are unrestricted. But the columns of b should always add-up to zero except one 
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column. say the first (me, which adds up to unity because of the budget constraint. This 

procedure is quite convcrtient and saves degrees of freedom if the data set is smalL It also 

avoids estimating separate model for specific income/demographic/sector category. The 

parameters of interest viz. income and price elasticities can however be obtained separately for 

each category. 

More specifically, the LES with variable parameters may be written as 

(2.10) 

'-! .., 
( I-l,_,... ,n) 

where d and e are k x I and I x 1 vectors of additional dummy/continuous variables: b, care n x 

I and n x k matrices of coefficients. The budget constraint along with second order conditions 

would require, 

It is easy to identify the direct/indirect utility functions and also the cost function 

underlying the above model. They are simple generalizations of equations (2.4), (2.5) and 

(2.7); wherein we replace b; and Ci with (L1j=1 bij ej) and (L",~I Cij dj) respectively. Likewise, the 

income and price elasticities can be generalized from (2.8) and (2.9). This wOtlld render each of 

them explicitly dependent on these additional dummy/continuous variables included in the 

modeL 

For e.g., Stone has suggested that the LES parameters be expressed as bit =bi + bj' t and 

Cil = Ci + Cj' t to allow for changes in consumer taste & preferences, approximated by the time 

trend variable, t. However, time trends in b parameters are generally considered to capture 
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in GOr1SlI rner lmitc & j ncorporating this into the demand system. LES condi' 

model can written as Conm 

(2.10a) 0"'"1 ,.,,11) 

The budget corm ot along with second order conditiolls would require, functi 

exist. 

This is a special case of the general model presented earlier. (2.12 

when 

(b) Nasse Expenditure System (NES): when 

We may note that ill the above variant. the underlying utility function continues to be an gives 

additive ene. A non-additive variant of LES is the Nasse model. which ailows specific 

substitution between commodity groups. In this model, following the suggestion of Stone shifts 

(1954), the 'committed quantity' parameter for each commodity is postulated to depend on all obtai 

price ratios in a specifi:; way. This results in a matrix of 'committed quantity' param·~ters. One incol' 

advantage of this generalization is that the LES model is obtained as a special cas,; when we 

restrict all off-diagonal elements of the matrix of 'committed quantity' parameters to zero Elas1 

values. Some forms of separability like group-wise independence (block dia.gonality) etc. can 

also be modeled by suitable parametric restrictions. expe 

The Nasse (1970) model has the following form: (2.1 ~ 

(2.11 ) (i = 1,2,... ,n) (2.1 L 

The budget constraint along with second order conditions require that 0 < bi < 1 for all i One 

and I"j=! bj == I. The homogeneity property is built into the model specification. The symmetry expr 
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conditions require e'j fbi all i j (i,j""1,2,,,.,n). Since the 'committed quantity' all',' 

commodity is no longer a constant, but depends on all prices, we can not generalize the 

Geary direct 'Jtility flll1crion to Nnsse model. However, we can generalize the indirect utility 

function of tl.e LES to this model. By duality result, the direct utility function will, hOWevt:!, 

exist. The indirect utility n1l1ction underlying the Nasse model can be shown to be as 

(2.12) ty(Y,p) '""" (y 1:IIi 00 I1:'jM) Cij (pi pj»)'2) ) / (b01tnj~lptj) 


where bQ 1tnJ~lbJ·bj Clearly, (2.12) is non-additive except when Cj; ::;: 0 for all i,j = 1,2,,,,,,n, i.e. 


when \If(y,p) belongs to Bergson family. Using Roy's identity it can be verified that (2.12) 


gives rise to the demand system in (2.11). 


As in the case of LE5. making the b parameters linear functions of time can incorporate 

shifts in consumer taste & preferences. However, there does not seem to be an obvious way of 

obtaining the habit formation version for the Nasse model. Like in the LES variants, 

incorporatinf additional parameters into the b vector can expand the Nasse model. 

Elasticities: 

Using partial differentiation of (2.11) W.r.t income and pnces and simplifying, the 

expenditure and price elasticities for the Nasse model can be shown to be 

(2.13) 11iO 

(2.14) 

Clearly, these elasticities depend on the income and price structure in a complex way. 

One may have to compute them at the sample mean level or for some specific year. The 

expression in (2.14) reduces to its LES counterpart (2.9) when Cij = 0 for all i;f:. j (i,j =1,2, ...,£1), 
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Another demand system which is a variant of the LES and quite similar to the Nasse 

system but with fewer parameters is known as Simple NOll-Additive Model (SNAM), This 

demand system was proposed by Deaton (1976). Not much ernpirical work was reponed on this 

model. Coondoo and Majumdar (1987) have developed a modified SN1\M, 

2.3 Almost Ideal Demand System (ArDS): 

The LES and its variants discussed above have some limitation or other. They are 

theoretically consistent but LES is too restrictive because of additive preferences and hence 

unrealistic for empirical use ,involving dis-aggregated items of consumption. Additive 

preferences do not allow inferior goods into the analysis. 

Due to these limitations, efforts in applied demand analysis have centered on specifying 

demand equations that allow non-linear Engel curves and non-separable preferences. Almost 

Ideal Demand System is one such functional form proposed by Deaton and Muellbauer (1980). 

This model has been shown to overcome most of the limitations mentioned above and hence the 

adjective 'almost ideal'. The AIDS model is a first order approximation to any demand system 

and it aggregates perfectly over consumers without forcing linearity on the Engel curves. 

The AIDS model is a time series generalization of PIGLOG (Price Independent 

Generalized LOGarithmic) Engel function introduced by Leser (1976), Wi = ai + ~i log y, where 

Wi is the budget share on the ith item and y is household total expenditure. The time series 

generalization would require the inclusion of prices explicitly. This can be achieved by making 

the parameters a and ~ functions of prices in a number of ways. The AIDS model is one such 

attempt. 
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Allcrnalively. dem.und systems can also be derived using an appropriate cost function. A 

gerwral PIGLOG cost fUllction may be specifIed as. 

log C(u;p) (J,·u) log (a(p» + u log (h(p» 

where u is n specified utility level and a(p) and b(p) are positive linear homogeneow; 

functions of prices and are interpreted as the costs of subsistence and bliss respe(.~tively. 

Deaton and Muellbaucr (1980) have chosen the following forms for a(p) and b(p): 

so that the AIDS cost tlll1ctioll becomes 

(2.15) 

where (1, r3 and y' are parameters. The Hicksian demand functions can be derived directly from 

equation (2.15) using Sheppard's lemma, 

(2.16) 


where Yij _. (112) (Yi/ + y/). For a utility maximizing consumer, total expenditure is equal to the 

cost and using tbis relation, we can eliminate u from (2.16) to get the AIDS model as,4,5 

~ As in the case of LES, a quadratic extension of the AIDS model has also been proposed [Blundell et. al (1993)]. 
There are also several other versions of AIDS like modified AIDS [Cooper et. a\. (\992)] and inverse AIDS [Eales 
and Unnevehr(l994)]. 

5 In a series of articles, Lewbel (1987, 1991, 1995) has extended the Gorman's concept of 'rank' of an Engel curve 
to any demand system. He has introduced the idea of a fractional demand system by unifying all demand systems, 
which can be expressed in budget share form. According to this approach, the rank of any demand system is defined 
as the minimum number of functions of income (including the constant) required such that all of the Engel curves 
can be expressed as linear combinations of these income functions. Rank also equals the minimum number of 
functions of prices required to express the cost or indirect utility function. Lebel (1991) has also proposed a non
parametric test for finding the rank of a demand system. Based on these definitions, the LES, its variants and AIDS 
have rank two. TIle quadratic extensions of the LES and AIDS are shown to have rank three. A rank three demand 
system is supposed to extract all the infommtion available in budget data. The Engel curves in such a model may 
exhibit nOl1-monotonicity which some authors [e.g. Meenakshi and Ray (1999)] claim to be a desirable property. 
Thus, rank of a demand system has implications for specification, separability and aggregability of a demand 
system. 
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(2.23' 
(2.17) 

when 
where 

to bei 

Equation (2.17) can be thought of as a first order approximation to an unknown relation 
byeq 

between budget share and income and prices. The theoretical restrictions on (2.15) translate 
as a I 

themselves into restrictions 011 the parameters of (2.17). These arc: 
price~ 

(2.20) L:nj~1 Yij ::::::: 0 (i =: 1,2, ... ,n) (Homogeneity) Appr 

(2.21 ) Yij;::;:: Yji for i ;;t j (i,j"" 1,2, ... ,11) (Symmetry) apprc 

It is well known that the restrictions (2.19), adding-up condition, are part of a maintained there 

hypothesis of any demand system because of the data construction itself. For the same reason, 

this hypothesis cannot be tested. Thus, with the help of AIDS one can test only the restrictions way 

implied by homogeneity (2.20) and symmetry (2.21) and any other a priori restrictions like depe] 

implicit or explicit additivity, homotheticity etc. 

Like in other functional fonns, negativity cannot be tested through any restriction on the 3, E 

parameters. The negativity conditions are satisfied for the AIDS model if the matrix 3.1 I 

e ij = Yij + ~i~j log (yiP) - Wi bij + Wi Wj 

is negative semi-definite. 

For the AIDS model, it can be shown that the expenditure (l1io) and price (l1ij) elasticities 

are given by, 

(2.22) 11iO 1 + ~i I Wi 
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where Oij I for i j and 0 other wise, 

The most interesting feature of (2, 17) from econometric viewpoint is that it is very close 

to being linear. Apart from the expression P in (2,17), the parameters can be estimated equation 

relation 
by equation using the OLS. As regards P, the restrictions on a and 'Y ensure that (2.18) defines P 

translate 
as a linear homogeneous function of the individual prices, In many practical situations, where 

prices are nearly collinear, P may be approximated by an exogenous price index, for example as 

that used by Stone, ~nJ~l Wj log PJ' The model using this approximation is called the Linearly 

() Approximated Almost Ideal Demand System (LA-AIDS) 6 In case we do not want to use the 

approximation for P, then the AiDS model in (2.17) will be non-linear in parameters and 

aintained therefore requires non-linear estimation methods. 

e reason, The LA-AIDS (and AIDS) can be expanded to include other explanatory variables in a 

strictions way exactly similar to the LES. In this case, it is suggested that the ex parameters be made to 

ions like depend on other variables [e.g. Blundell et. aL (1993), Meenakshi and Ray (1999)]. 

)11 on the 3. Empirical Results 

3.1 Data: 

For this study, published data by National Sample Survey (NSS) Organization in five 

quinquennial (full scale surveys) rounds for the period 1972-94 are used. These rounds 

lasticities 
6 Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) on British data have found that tile parameter estimates did not vary much between 
full non-linear estimation and this simple version. However. in a recent paper, Pashardes (1993) argued that Stone's 
approximation leads to bias in pammeter estimates of AIDS. The bias \\ill be more serious for micro level data than 
aggregate time series. In another recent paper, Moschini (1995) has shown that the Stone's index is not invariant to 
units of measurement and therefore it is sugge~ted that an improved approximation or the original non-linear fonn 
be used in estimating the AIDS model. 
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c()rn~spond to 27 (1972-73), 32 (l977~78), 38 (1983), 43 (1987-88) and 50 (1993-94) In each 

rround, the daHl consists of average monthly per capita consumer expenditure on about 20 broad 

cxpenditgroups of commodities separately for ruml and urban areas of each state and 'all India'. This 

even aspal1icular analysis uses 'all India' data only. The NSS data are made available according to 12 or 

14 per capita monthly total expenditure classes in each NSS round. Data on retail prices large sil. 

consistent with NSS commodity classification are taken from Jain and Minhas (1991), and only 40 

Tendulkar and Jain (1993). The later study has extended the series upto 1988-89. However. such slIbstitlit 

data are not available for specific items and for later years. We have' extended the series up to Milk&J 

1993·94 by using the growth rates given in Tendulkar and Jain (1993). This study focuses on 7 is still In 

broad groups viz. (I) Cereals & substitutes, (2) Pulses &. products, (3) Milk & milk products, (4) '} 

Edible oils & fats, (5) Meat, eggs & fish, (6) Other food and (7) Total nonfood. The above data cOllslIml: 

have been computerized and broad checks for consistency have been carried out. The database so propor1i< 

obtained is treated a5 a pooled time series of cross-section data, expenditure classes being cross group a 

section and NSS rounds as time points. 
consume 

Within f 

3.2 Trends and patterns in consumption: 
budget) i 

Before we discuss the model results. it would be useful to look at the broad trends and 
as we!TI( 

patterns in consumption expenditure data being used in the empirical work. Table I presents 
persons J 

weighted average real ('70-71 Rs.) per capita monthly consumption expenditure and budget 
pattems 

share (%) for the year 1993-94 on each of the commodity groups separately for rural, urban areas 
1 

and income (population) groups. The figures for 'all India' are also given. Data on average 
study pc 

household size is also included. 
the com 

consumr: 
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:h 

r·'mm this tubl~, we notice some of the well··known tt'(mds and patterns in consumptionLd 

cxpcndil\ll'e and budget shares in a developing country. More specillcally, at the 'all India' level,is 

Jr even as recently as in 1993.94, the average consumption on all f(md items put together has a 

es large share (59.1 %,) which is typical of a developing country. 'rhe noniood group commands 

only 40.9!Vo of the average budget of an Indian consumer. Within food group, cere~\ls & 

substitutes occupy a sizable 22%; other food, a catchall category, stands a close second at 20.6%,. 

to Milk & milk products is also picking up a considerable share (8.7%).The average household size 

is sti II large at 4.76 persons. 

4) This table also reveals distinct rural-urban and income (population) group differentials in 

.1a consumption behavior. Lowest and middle income groups in mral areas spend a very high 

so proportion of their budget on food items, ranging between 78-83%; while the highest income 

;$- group allocates only 61 % to food commodities. The cOlTcsponding figures for the mban 

consumer are 67-74% for lowest and middle income brackets; 46.5% for highest income group. 

Within food, cereals occupy a predominant position (47.4% in lower income rural household's 

budget) in the budgets of lowest and middle-income groups. The budget shares decline uniforn11y 

nd 
as we move up the income ladder. The average size of the family also declines sharply from 5.49 

11S 
persons in mrai lowest income household to 3.41 persons in highest income mban family. These 

~et 
patterns portray the wide rural-urban and income disparities that still exist in India. 

~as 

Table 2 attempts to captme the trends and patterns in consumption behavior over the 

study period 1972-94 in India. Since NSS data are in current prices, we deflated the same with 

the corresponding price indices to eliminate the influence of changes in prices over time on 

consumption patterns. The compound growth rates are computed using weighted average real 
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expenditures, the estimated numb",,, of persons in I'I;~spec1.ivc lotal cxp,mditurc group being the the NE 

weight The unnual compound growth rates show interesting patterns. data fi 

Contrary to the general belief of declining welfare and levels of living over time in lndia, 

the NSS data show rapid increases in real consumption of all commodities and a decline in 

average size of family, with n few exceptions. The average real per capita monthly total l~apita 

expenditure seems to have gone lip by 1.59% per annum. This increase in real income has led to cereal 

similar, some times even more rapid increases in consumption of all commodities in the basket NSS d 

of goods and services. The average household size seems to have been declining at the rate of 94. Tll 

0.16% p.a. This augurs well for a country in which most of the benefits of growth and rural a 

development are nullified by a more rapid increase in population. 11:owever, an opposite trend is 30%) ; 

witnessed in lowest and middle-income groups of urban India. This could probably be due to 

!Ural-urban migration for employment and other socioeconomic reasons. prodtlC 

There appears to be some problem with price deflation to remove the effect of price 

changes over time from consumer expenditure data, specifically with cereals & substitutes. Table (0 the 

2 shows an annual increase of .99% in per capita monthly cereals consumption (real expenditure) in real 

over the study period 1972-94; where as the NSS data on cereals quantity shows a decline of investi 

0.66% and 0.33% p.a. in rural and urban areas oflndia [see for e.g., Murty (1999)]. Thus, there 

is a discrepancy in rates of changes in quantity of cereals consumed between NSS data and our 
3.3 Mt 

deflated series using price indices from non-NSS sources. 7 This may reflect lower rates of 

cereals pri~e rise (and perhaps for other items as well) in our price series than those implied by 
cross-~ 

Zellne 

identic7 Despite persistent demand from users of NSS data, for collection and publication of retail price series consistent 
with consumer expenditure data, NSS could not be persuaded to do so. Incidentally, the price series used here are 
worked out by well-known experts in the profession who were also closely associated with NSS efforts. 
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the NSS data. This clearly underscores the need fof' a comparable price series to the eXI>cnclitur() 

data fhml NSS source itself: 

However, tbere appears to be good agreement in the level of cereal consumption between 

the two series for specific years. For e.g., in Table 1, we have seen that the 'all India' average per 

capita monthly cereal consumption is Rs. 14.7 in 1993~94, valued at '70·71 prices. The implicit 

cereal price is Rs J .2-1.3 per kg in J972~73, the nearest year immediately accessible to us, from 

NSS data itself. This gives us a cereal quantity between 11-12 kg per capita per month in 1993

()4. The quantity of cereal consumption in 1993-94 according to NSS is 13.40 and 10.27 kg in 

rural and urban areas respectively. These give an 'all India' weighted average (rural: urban, 70%): 

30%,) around 12.5 kg per capita per month, which compares quite well with the above figure. 

The rates of increase in real consumption for other commodities, especially milk & 

products, edible oil & fats and other food are also substantial. Table 2 also brings out rural-urban 

and income group differences in consumption trends over time. The patterns are broadly similar 

to the ones discussed above on average consumption. It is a bit hard to believe negative growth 

in real total consumer expenditure of the rich in both rural and urban areas. This requires further 

investigation. 

3.3 Model results: 

The methodology given in Section 2 has been implemented for the pooled time series of 

cross-section data using a FORTRAN program developed by the author himself. It uses iterative 

Zellner's SURE procedure for linearized demand system. The converged solution is known to be 

identical with maximum likelihood estimator. For each iteration and for the converged solution, 
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3,3.1 ( 
concentrated log-likelihood value is cOlnputcd. This converged value can be used Il)l' testing tht::l 

ernpirical validity of a hypothesis or choice of a nlo(.k~1 ViS-£l-vis an alternative. The iteration
budget 

\Vise likelihood values confirm whether the likelihood func;lion is being maximized or not. 
(a) Sql 

There are 7 sets of results in total. These include 4 direct variants of the LES, one variant 
and (c) 

each of the NES, LA~AIDS and AIDS. The direct variants of the LES are (i) LES with 5 dummy 
urban 

variables representing two income groups, rural/urban sectors and their two interactions, called 
restrict 

as LES-l, (Ii) LES-l along with household size, named as LES-2, (iii) LES-l along with time 
estimal 

trend, which represents taste changes, abbreviated as LES-3, (iv) combination of (ii) and (iii), 
to spac 

called as LES-4. 1n the case of NES, 11 coefficicnts of the c matrix are restricted to be zero 
cstimal 

implying additive separability between the first five commodities and the rest two, other food 
adjuste 

and nonfood groups. These zero restrictions arc necessitated to get negative own-price 
expend 

elasticitics. The NES model still failed to fulfill second order conditions of utility maximization. compu 

LA-AIDS and AIDS models are estimated with three dunullies, but without their interactions. It zero, t[ 

will be noted that LA-AIDS also violated second order conditions, with a positive own-price 

elasticity of demand for cereals in three cases, viz. highest 30% population groups in rural and 

urban India and middle 40% population group in urban India. Additive separability assumptions (Apper 

can be attempted to correct the situation here as well. The other two variables, time trend and is the g 

household size also could not be incorporated in the last three models due to some computational Lookin 

problems. In what follows, we discuss the empirical results under three heads- goodness of fit, (Apper 

marginal budget shares, income & price elasticities, and tests of hypotheses. Brief conclusions often n 

are given at the end. non-lin 

Income 
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.3.3.1 Goodness or fll, MId dlOiCll of the mouel: 
:sling tho 

We present in Appendix Tables 1 the pal"nlnOler estimates, observed and estimated 
iteration-

budget shares, inc;m1e and own~price elasticities, along with three goodness of fit measures, viz, 

(a) squared correlation cCletllcients between observed/estirnated expenditures, (b) adjusted n? 
Ie variant 

and (c) Theil's informatjon inaccuracy for each commodity, These are given separately for rural
5 dummy 

urban sectors, income groups, and 'all India'. In all the three flexible models, symmetry 
lS, called , 

restrictions are imposed to ensure the existence of an underlying utility function. Parameter 
'Vith time 

estimates and t-ratios are therefore omitted for upper triangle of the parameter matrix. Also, due 
and (iii), 

to space limitation, the fuJI matrices of own- and cross-price elasticities are not included. All the 
) be zero 

estimated models have high goodness of fit statistics indicated by the above three measures. The 
ther food 

adjusted R2 is unity in most cases, partly because we estimated budget share, rather than 

twn-pnce 
expenditure equations. The only over-all (across all equations) measure of goodness of fit 

mization. 
computed here is Theil's average information inaccuracy. Its magnitude is found to be close to 

lctions. It 
zero, the 'best' value. 

lwn-price For each of the models, a large proportion of the estimated coefficients are found to have 

rural and t-ratio exceeding 2 in magnitude, implying statistical significance at 5% or lower level 

umptions (Appendix Tables 1-4) In several cases, the t-ratios are very large indicating high precision. This 

trend and is the gain due to use of dummy variables rather than splitting the data series into several subsets. 

Jutational Looking at the closeness of the observed and estimated budget shares of the LES vis-a-vis others 

ess of fit, (Appendix Tables 5-25), one finds that the simpler LES is a strong contender of choice. The 

nc1usions often mentioned limitation of the LES viz., linear Engel curves and its inability to capture the 

non-linearity/curvature in budget data ceases to be a formidable problem when rural-urban and 

income-group differentials are reasonably taken care off through the use of dummy variables as 
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of fit.showll her(~, Modl;)is like LA· AIDS me onlY marginally better in tenm of" pure 
fbod itcl 

Th,~ olher claimed reason prlilferem!e of models like AIDS iwcr Ll::S. 'theoretical 
oiller ile 

superiorilY in capturing price better' also suffered a set back Probably due to 'too 
both the 

much' flexibility, the own-price (~Iastici[ies of demand became positive for several items, Also, it 

other foc 
~s ~ound that the second order conditions of utility maximization are violated. For these reasons, 

'[ 
we choose the LES model for discussion of empirical results and further analysis. Accordingly, 

rural Indhousehold size and time trend variables are incorporated into the MBS of the LES model only 

the highc(LES·2 and LES·3 models). 

group. TIn LES·2. the coefficiems of the household size variable in the MBS are significant and 

'Tnegative for milk & products, other food and total nonfood, but positive for all other 

commodities, In LES~3, the coefficients of the time trend variable are significant and negative across in 

for cereals, pulies, but positive for all other commodities. This shows consumer taste & the lowe 

preferences are changing significantly over time and consumers seem to mov'~ away from rural sec; 

consumption of cereals and pulses to the other food and non-food items. The shift in consumer lowest 31 

preferences away from cereals is consistent with the declining trend in average cereal urban ani 

consumption over time. MBS are 

between 

3.3.2 Marginal budget shares: seem to c 

Tables 3~6 contain estimated marginal budget shares (MBS) for four different models. LA-AID~ 

The estimates are presented by income groups and separately for rural and urban areas. The MBS lower inc 

are also computed for 'all India, combined' by ignoring ruraVurban and income group and its n 

differentials. From these tables, we notice that the marginal budget shares exhibit well-known values an 

pattern. It is very interesting that the MBS are larger for cereals & substitutes, a basic 'staple' 
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food item, 111 rural areas than urbun for each of tlH~ income groups. The Opposite is true lbr all 
leal 

other il.cms or comm.oditios groups. For the same item, the MBS decline with in inc()me in 
too 

both the n~gicms of the c()tll1try, 'nlC nonfood group exhibits exactly the opposite pattern, All the 
), it 

other food items show a lnixed paltem- initial increase and a decline or the opposite.
)ns, 

The magnitudes of the MBS are also quite revealing. Lowest 30% population groups in
gly, 

rural India still spend half their marginal income on 'staple' item, cereals. In a contrasting way, 
mly 

the highest 300;(, population group in urban region, spend half their marginal income on nonfood 

group. Their I1lral counter parts spend about 43% on this commodity group. and 

The rural-urban differences in the MRS for any item are relatively smaller compared to thor 

across income group differentials. For the MBS on cereals varied from 0.498 to 0.383 for.tive 

the lowest 30% population group as we move ii'om rural areas to urban sector. But, within the 

'rom rural sector, the MBS for the same item, cereals, varied fl:om 0.498 to 0.194 as we move from 

.mer lowest 30% [0 highest 30% popUlation groups. Thus, these results clearly bring out the rural

!real urban and income group differentials typical of a developing country. We notice further that the 

MBS are somewhat 'robust' across model specifications. However, minor di fferences do exist 

between model specifications. Broadly, LES model and its non-additive generalization NBS, 

seem to over (under) estimate the MBS for food (nonfood) commodities when compared with the 

dels. LA-AIDS and AIDS specifications. The extent of over (under) estimation appears larger for 

vms lower income groups. There is practically not much difference in the MBS between LA-AIDS 

roup and its non-linear generalization. As will be seen later, even the concentrated log-likelihood 

lown values are identical. 

aplo' 
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3.3.3 Household size effects: of mcasu: 

The (\flccts of changes in household on consumption patterns in general and the the way 

1\1 BS in particular, can be quantified by comparing the two variants LES~ 1 and LES~2 (Results changes, 

f{)r LES-2, LES~3 and LES~4 could not be included due to space constraint). The differences in groups, c 

the MBS between LES-2 and LES-l are attributable to household size effects 011 the MES. These allocatior 

are presented in Table 7. The magnitudes of the changes in the MBS are relatively large only for quite in a 

two commodities, the 'staple' item cereals and the 'catch all' nonfood group. At the 'all India' seem to r 

level, increase in household size, ceteris paribus, seems to decrease the money income allocated also expe 

to cerenlsat the margin, implying economies of scale. The opposite seems to happen in the case other fbo! 

of nonfood group. The direction of change is similar fbI' all the other food commodities as well. ,08(YI, p.a 

l"lowever, sizable differences exist across population groups and rural-urban sectors. The more UJ1I 

magnitude of cffects is large for all the three population groups in both the sectors for cereal effects. P 

item; and only in the case of lowest 30% for the other food group. The effects are relatively urban sel 

small for the middle 40% population group for all items in rural areas. It is interesting to notice Broadly. 

that the direction of household size effects reverse between lowest 30% and highest 30% with som 

population groups as well as between cereals and nonfood commodities. More specifically, as in and taste 

the 'all India' case, cereals exhibit economies of scale for lowest 30% group; whereas the T; 

opposite is tme fbr nonfood commodity in both the sectors. The highest 30% population group model all 

shows exactly the reverse pattern. All other commodities exhibit mixed pattern. Meat, fish & likelihoo( 

eggs seem to indicate diseconomies of scale for rural poor. for nestec 

3.3.4 Consumer taste & preferences effects: of these ( 

The effects of changes in consumer taste & preferences on the MBS are presented in at 1% Ie' 

Table 8 by comparing LES-3 with LES-l. As noted earlier, use of time trend is only a crude way dummies 
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or measuring taste change:. In tho al.:lscncc any better measure, we used this variable. Because of 

and the the way time trend variable is used, the changes in the MBS lire 1.0 be interpreted as annual 

(Results changes. At the 'all India' level, (1)(;13 again, the taste effects are large for the two commodity 

ences in groups, cereals and nonfood. Changes in consumer taste & preferences would result in lower 

). These allocation for cereals (.35°1t) p.ll.) and higher fbI' nonfood (.19% p.a.). This implies, at the margin, 

only for quite in agreement with the average level trends (particularly in cereal quantity consumed), tastes 

II India' seem to reduce the money allocated to cereals and increase that of nonfood. Pulses and products 

l!located also experience a negative, but negligibly small, effect due to incorporation of taste change. All 

the case other food items seem to go the noni'ood way, increase in the MBS due to taste change (.01 % and 

swell. .08% p.a.). Unlike in the case of household size variable, the taste change effects seem to be 

ors. The more uniform across population groups. In this case, middle 40% group also exhibit sizable 

)r cereal effects. Probably, as an artifact, the direction of changes in the MBS are similar between rural

elatively urban sectors and across population groups. The magnitudes of the effects however differ. 

:0 notice Broadly, the magnitudes of taste effects seem to dampen as we move across population groups, 

est 30% with some exceptions. From the enlarged LES-4 model, it is possible to compute household size 

lly, as in and taste elasticities, which we have not done. These elasticities will depend on income level. 

:reas the Table 9 gives the concentrated log-likelihood and chi-square statistic values for different 

m group model alternatives. It can be seen that both the flexible models, NES and AIDS, have larger 

r, fish & likelihood values compared to any of the LES variants. But, a formal chi-square test is possible 

for nested hypotheses only. There are 4 such nested hypotheses among the LES variants. In each 

of these cases, the restricted model is rejected against the corresponding unrestricted alternative 

;ented in at 1 % level of significance. This shows the need for inclusion of income group and sectoral 

:ude way dummies, their interactions, household size and consumer taste variables in the demand model to 
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quanti fy the COl1stllnption behavior ~Hlcqllatcly in India. For 1101H'lCSlcd hypotheses, a separate 	
sen 

ade
sllltisticailesl called Akaike Infonnlltinn Criteria (Ale) is possible. This has 1I0t been attempted 

dis; 
hen, Also, due to computational problems arising fhml the large number of parameters 

suI:; 
(including the income group anci sectoral dummy variables) already present in the basic NES and 

def 
AIDS models, household size and taste variables could not be included in them. Efforts are 

continuing to get over this problem. 
mil 

tol 
3.3.5 Income and price elasticities: 

Bu 
In view of the bulkiness of results and to economize space, we are presenting the main 

Ih 
resullS which include income and own-price elasticities only. The full matrices of elasticities are 

available on request. We will briefly comment on them. Only broad features in tenns of 

similarities/dissimilarities will be mentioned. The estimated demand elasticities for all the 
stu 

commodities along with average budget shares (observed and estimated), and three goodness of 
ela 

fit measures are presented in Appendix Tables 5-25 for each of the selected models, separately 

for rural-urban areas and income groups. Such estimates are also presented for 'all India' under 
reI 

each model. pfl 

It is somewhat puzzling that the income elasticities of demand are quite on the higher an 

side, exceeding unity in many cases, even for staple item like cereals. The elasticities seem to co 

decline (increase) marginally for food (nonfood) items across income levels. It is not clear eh 

whether this is due to the way, the MBS are allowed to vary. Nonnally, one would have pr 

estimated separate models for each income category and rural-urban areas. The approach di: 

followed here is different. However, as already discussed, the MBS have varied substantially and ur. 

depicted expected patterns. On the other hand, own-price elasticities of demand are more 
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sensitive to the use of dummies and model spociflcatiort In terms of capturing price responsesicparate 

adequately, the simple generalization of the viz., the NES has a good claint It has similartempted 

disadvantages as that of AIDS. It may be necessary to. restrict the utility interaction or specific
ameters 

substitution between goods to get empirically meaningful own~ and cross-price elasticities of 
JES and 

demand. In this sense, restrictive models like the LES are easy to handle. 
arts are 

We notice that the expenditure elasticity of demand for food items like cereals. pulses. 

milk. and edible oil declines with rise in income, i.e. as we move from lowest 30% income group 

to highest 30% income group. The opposite pattern is noticed for other food and nonfood groups, 

But. the own~price elasticity of demand (in absolute value) seem to exhibit the opposite pattern 
he main 

This contradicts the direct relationship between income and own-price elasticities of demand that 
ities are 

one comes across in empirical results. Due to the introduction of taste variable, all the 
erms of 

eiasticities, income elasticities in particular, seem to vary in a narrower range than in earlier 
all the 

studies [e.g. Murty (1997. 1998)]. This may imply better stability (less volatility) for the 

jness of 
elasticity coefficients. 

parately 
The own-price effects vary across income groups and rural-urban sectors. They are 

l' under 
relatively larger for highest income group, which suggests that for this section of population the 

price of commodity play an important role than for others. The income and own-price elasticities 

;: higher 
are uniformly smaller (larger) in the case of food (nonfood) for urban population than their rural 

seem to 
counter parts. This shows that the urban consumer is less (more) responsive to income and price 

lot clear changes in the case of food (nonfood) consumption than in rural sector. The income and own~ 
. . 

tId have price effects show similar pattern across model alternatives, although the magnitudes are 

lpproach different. The LES model seem to over estimate the own-price effects for some items and 

iallyand underestimate for others compared to flexible models viz. NES and AIDS. 

re more 
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Thus, in conclusion, the empirical results show wide variation in marginal budget shares 

and demand elasticities I1cross income groups, rural-urban sectors llnd alternative models. The 

household size and consumer taste & preferences are fbund to be statistically significant. It is 	 Rei 

confirmed that the linear expenditure system, despite its limitations of linearity and additivity, Bh 
Ec( 

could provide a good description of consumption patterns in India, i.e. able to capture curvature 
nIl 

in Engel curves, provided adequate care is taken to distinguish a few meaningful income Pat 

categories and rural~urban sectors. The results also show that flexible models that are 	 Br4 
Bel 

theoretically superior gave unacceptable positive price responses for some commodities and have 

-	 Co 
fndviolated the second order conditions of utility maximization. Imposition of ad-hoc separability 

restrictions could get negative own~price responses, but has not ensured fulfillment of second 

order conditions in these models. The tests of nested hypotheses also confirmed the need for 
De 
Duinclusion of household size, consumer taste, income group and rural~urban dummies along with 

their interaction variables in the demand system. 
to I 
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Tablf~ 1; Ob!l!lrved wliilghtOd aver.glll expendlturlll ('10·71 Ra), bUdgflt AluUB (%), total expenditure and household 
slzl 'elf dlfffllrCint InCOOlIiJ groups In 199J.94 

$,No, commodity Group 
. 

Rural India Urban India Alllnella 
CombinedILowest 30% Middle 40% Highlilst 30% tow1Il1i130% Middle 40% Highest 30% 

1 Cereals 8. Sub!'ll\l,\l!e~ 14,13 17.55 HU51 7,~4 13.83 15.53 1~J37 
14(U] [36.6] [21.5] (25.61 124.3] [11.5) [26.2) 

2 Pulses 8. Producl II 0,71 1.05 1.55 0,61 1.23 1.70 1.13 
[2,4J [2,2J (1.1) (2.8) [2.2] {tSJ (i.9) 

3 MlIk 8. Milk Products 1.27 3.89 9.37 2.34 8.02 13.35 5,34 
[4.21 (8.1) [10.3] (8.1] [i0.5) [9,91 {tt91 

.:I Edible 011 & Fats 1.41 
[4,9] 

2.34 
(4,9J 

3.80 
(4,0) 

1.91 
(6.6J 

3.15•[5.5] 
4.95 
[3,7) 

2.69 
(4,5) 

5 Meat. Fish & E9.lls OA6 0.94 1.72 0.B2 1.51 2.80 1.22 
{1.5] (2.0) (1.9] [2.9) [2.7J [2.1] (2,0) 

6 Otherfood . 6,84 11,66 20.72 6,97 12.08 26.08 13.29 
£22.7) (24.3) (22.S) (24.3] (21.3) [19,3) [22.2] 

7 Total NonfoOd 5.29 10.63 34.39 8.55 19.01 70.61 20,412 
[17.5] [22.1J [37.9] [29.7] (33.4) (52.4J [34,2) 

8 Total Expenditure 30,17 46.08 90.86 28,74 56.84 135.20 59.76 
[100) (100) [100] [100} [100] [1001 {100] 

9 Household Size 5.46 4.84 4.14 5.51 4.79 3.49 4.77 

Table 2: Estimated iinnusl compound growth rate" in per capita monthly real consumption expenditure (70.71 Rs) 
and household size for different income groups during 1972.94 

'.
S.No. Commodity G 'oup All IndiaRural India Urban India 

Combined'Lowest 30% Middle 40% Lowest 30% Middle 40% Highest 30%Highest 30% 

1 Cereals & Substitutes 0.141.47 0.96 0.240.63 -0.19 0.02 

2 Pulses & Products ..o.;.l82.11 0.42 3.09 -1.12-2.58 -0.25 

3 Milk & Milk Products 1.553,98 -1.255.095.78 1.41-0.52 

4 2,93Edible Oil & Fats 5.80 1.274.86 3.92 2.740.72 
I 

5 Meat, Fish & Eggs 0.500.57 3.33 0.98 ·1.560.82 -1.61 

6 Otherfood 2.24-0.823.81 3.69 3.12 1.820.53 .. 

7 Total Nonfood 2.680.234.60 2.993.31 3.36 -2.39 

8 1.67Total Expenditure -0.211.572.902.50 2.16 -1.13 

-0.399 Household Size -0.430.27-0.12 0.52-0.18 -0.31 

• Uses weighted average time series data 



Tabla 3; E$tlmnted marginal budg(!t §llfm~8 for different income groups: LES·1 

S.No. Cornmo,my CirOU~' 

0,3470CerM/S & Subslltute 0.4980 

;;: Pulses & Prodl,u;ls 0.04410.0426 

3 Milk 8. Milk Products 0.0341 0.0621 

4 Edible Oil &Fals 0.0456 0.0490 

5 Meat. Fish & 0.0222 0.0331 

6 Olherfood 0,1646 0.1939 

7 Total Nonfood 0.1729 0.2508 

Urban India 
Highest 30% Lowell 30% Middle 40% Highest 30% 

0,1936 

0.0329 

0.1093 

0.0368 

0.0289 

0.1676 

0.4308 

0,3829 

0.0482 

0.0574 

0.0569 

0.0324 

0.1987 

0.2236 

0.1979 

0.0416 

0.1099 

0.0594 

0.0391 

0.2171 

0.3351 

0.0832 

0.0242 

0.1049 

0.0402 

0.0326 

0.2096 

0.5053 

Tobie 5: t:: 
Allin: 

Comb:' 
Ii,) N(J Cc 

0.29£ 

0.03£ 
1 Cerc, 

PuiS 
0,07: 

3 Milk 
0.04

4 Edlb 

0.03C 
5 Mea 

0.19: 
6 Oth( 

0.30f 7 Tola 

l.ES-1 Linear Expenditure System with 3 dummies and their interactions 

Table 4; Estimated marginal budget shares for different income groups: NES 

S.No. Commodity Group Allindi.Urban India Rural India 
Combin(.Lowest 30% Middle 40% Highest 30%ILowest 30% Middle 40% Highest 30% 

1 Cereals 8. Substitute 0.500.2 0.3272 0.1931 0,3850 

2 Pulses 8. Products 0.0458 0.0419 0.0289 0.0442 

3 Milk 8. Milk Products 0,0403 0.0921 0.1021 0.0517 

4 Edible Oil 8. Fats 0.0462 0.0480 0.0337 0.0549 

5 Meat. Fish 8. Eggs 0.0257 0,0339 0.0280 0.0313 

6 Otherfood 0.1788 0.1930 0.1754 0.2042 

7 Total Nonfood 0.1630 0.2638 0.4387 0.2289 

NES Nasse Expenditure System with 3 dummies and otherfood, nonfood separability 

3~ 

0,2120 

0.040.2 

0.1035 

0.0567 

0.0395 

0.2184 

0.3297 

0.0779 0.2991 

00273 0.0385 

0.1135 0.0790 

0.0423 0.046~· 

0.0336 0.031 ~ 

0.2008 0.194(, 

0.5046 0.311: 

LA·AIDS, 

Taulo 6; E 

S.I~o Cc 

Cer, 

2 Pul~ 

3 Milk 

4 Edit 

5 Mea 

Oth 

Tot, 

AIDS. 



Table 5: E!llimntod marginal buuget !iIHItt)!> tor different Income groups: LA.AIDS 
In:' . 
b" 

3£ 

3C 

S.fJO CO!lHnOdlly Group Rural India Urban India Ailimll., 
C':;"miJlllILowosl30% Middle 40% Highest 30% Lowest 30% Middle 40% Highcsl30% 

1 COfonl\1 8. Substitutes 04334 0.3074 0.1035 0.3271 0.1964 0.0437 0.201 

2 rJUlflGS & Products 0.0422 0,0456 0.0332 0.0395 0.0429 0.0317 003lj\! 

3 Milk & Milk Products 0.0377 0.0826 0.0995 0.0493 0.0961 0.1160 0.075/1 

4 Edible Oil & Fats 0.0436 0,0516 0.0383 0.0498 00573 0.0465 0.0472 

5 Meat, Fish & Eggs 0.0240 0.0321 0.0276 0.0289 00365 0.0334 0.0297 

6 Otherfood 0.1552 0.1616 0.1440 0,1931 0.1931 0.1809 0.171:1 

7 Tolal Nonfood 0.2638 0.3191 0.4741 0.3124 0.3778 0.5480 0.375!i 

LAAIDS. linearly Approximated Almost Ideal Demand System with 3 dummies 

Table 6: Estimated marginal budget shares for uifferent income groups: AIDS 

91 

85 

90 

6£ 

1 ~. 

S.No Commodity Group Rural India Urban India Alllndl" 
CombineLowest 30% Middle 40% Highest 30% Lowest 30% Middle 40% Highest 30% 

I 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Cereals & Substitutes 

Pulses & Products 

Milk & Milk Products 

Edible Oil & Fats 

Meat, Fish & Eggs 

Otherfood 

Total Nonfood 

0.4323 

0.0423 

0.0379 

0.0437 

0.0240 

01559 

0.2640 

0,3077 

0,0459 

0.0831 

0.0519 

0.0322 

0.1623 

0.3169 

0.1835 

0,0334 

0.0997 

0.0384 

0.0277 

0.1448 

0.4726 

0.3253 

0.0393 

0.0491 

0.0496 

0.0288 

0.1937 

0.3141 

0.1958 

0.0431 

0.0963 

0.0574 

0.0366 

0.1938 

0.3771 

0.0425 

0.0317 

0.1160 

0.0465 

0.0334 

0.1814 

0.5484 

0.260~) 

0.0390 

0.075\· 

0.047:) 

0.0291 

o 171 (, 

0.375(; 

AIDS Nonlinear Almost Ideal Demand System wilh 3 dummies 
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rilli!o!: I':.,tlmatcd cfl'l~cls of a one I)crsoll htlWclUC In hOIl~.:h()hJ size 011 Illllrgllllli hudget shares for diffcrenllncolUc 
groups 

All IndiaCOl1lmodity Group Rural India Urban India 
Combillcd% Bottom 30% Middlc 40% TOI) 30(~·;' 

Cereals & Substitutes ·(j,l)068 ~O()O55 ·0,{)014 ·0,0129 ·(),()OI 7 I),O()70 ·00047 

:; Jluls(:s & Products ·OJ)OO2 ·O,()()O5 ·O,()002 -0.0011 ·0.0005 0,0005 .(),OOO4 

J :vllik & Milk Products O.OO()S -00012 ·0,00 I 0 (),O()()O ·0,0018 ·00009 -0,0007 

-I Edible Oil & Fats ·0.0002 ·0,0005 .0.0001 -0,0009 ·0.0007 0,0003 ·0,0004 

5 Meal, Fish & Eggs 0.0004 ·0.0002 0,0000 -0.0002 -0.0004 0.0000 1).0000 

6 Otherfood ·(l,0031 ·00007 0,0005 0.0023 ·0,0003 ·0.0002 -0.0007 

Towl Nonfood 0.0094 0.0086 0,0023 0.0129 0,0054 ·0.0067 00068 

Table 8: Estimated effects of a unit increase in consumer tastes/preferences per annum on marginal budget shares 
for different income grolll)s 

S.:-itl. COl'Ill11odltY Group Rurallndiu 
BOllom 30% Middle 40% Top 30% 

Urban India 
Bottom 30% Middle 40% Top 30% 

AI11ndia 
Combined 

I Cereals & Substitutes -00035 -00028 ·0,0041 ·0.0042 -0.0032 ·0,0035 -0.0035 

2 

, 
Pulses & Products 

\1 ilk & Milk Products 

0.0000 

00005 

0,0000 

0,()O04 

0.0000 

0.()006 

0,0000 

0.0006 

0.0000 

0.0004 

0.0000 

n.ooos 

0.0000 

(l.OOOS 

.1 Edible Oil & FUls 0.0003 0.0002 0,0003 0,0003 0.0002 0.0002 ()UOO] 

: \tIcal. FIsh & 0.0001 00001 (WOO 1 0.000 I 0,0001 O.()OO I 0.000 I 

() Olherfood 0,0008 0.0007 0.0010 0.0010 0,0008 1).0009 0.0008 

7 TOlal Nonfood 0.0019 0.0015 (),0021 0.0021 00016 0.0018 

I 

0.0018 
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Tl1hle 9: Estimated Mllcontrntcd log·liI<elihood and chi*5qullro statistic values 
ftlr difforent modo Is 

Model Type LES·1 LES-2 LI~S·3 LES-4 NES LA·AIDS AIDs 

Concentrated Log" 2509.7 .2564.1 2553,4 2616.8 2522.9 2571.3 2570.8 
likelihood Value {43] [49] [49] [55] [73J r12] [72] 

Null vs Alternahve LES-1 vs LES·1 vs LES-1 vs LES-3 vs 
Hypothesis LES-2 U:ES·3 LES·4 LES·4 

Chi.square Statistic 108.6 87.4 214.2 126.6 
Value [6] [6] [12} [61 

Chi-square Statistic 
Critical Value at 1 % 16.6 16.8 26.2 16.6 
Significance level 

Test Decision Rejection Rejection Rejection Rejection 

/"es 

ldia 

ined 

l35 

100 

105 

102 

101 

108 

118 

LES·1: Linear Expenditure System with 3 dummies and their Interactions 
LES·2: LES·1 along with household size variable 
LES·3: LES·' along with time trend variable 
LES·4: LES·' along with household size and time trend variables 
NES: Nasse Expenditure System with 3 dummies 
LA·AIDS: Linearly Approximated Almost Ideal Demand System with 3 dummies 
AIDS: Nonlinear Almost Ideal Demand System with 3 dummies 

Figures In parentheses are degrees of freedom. 
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$,No, Commodily Group Commllted Income Relatod Coarficients [Marginal Budget Shares. b J 
Quantities 

IntGfllctioli1te I Inlofcapt Income Income Rural1Urban Interacuan :2 
Group 1 Group 2 Sector 

1 Coreals & Substitutes 3.7320 0.0832 0.2996 0,1147 0.1104 0,0047 0,0387 
[14.93) {4.753) (11.531 (4,108J [4,546] {0.1258J [0,964] 

2 Pulses & Products 0.1874 0.0242 0.0241 0,0174 0.008B -0,0144 -0,0063 
111,31 [17,99J [12.091 [8.143] (4,706) {-4,993] {-2,04] 

3 Milk & Milk Products 0.2475 0,1049 -0,0476 0,0049 0.0044 -0,0277 -0,0321 
[7.46J [26.22] [-8,009] [0.7684] (0.7898] (-3,218) [-3.49] 

4 Edible Oil & Fats 0.2538 0.0402 0,0166 0.0191 -0.0035 -0.0078 -0.0069 
[11.26J [23.57J [6.551J [6.999) [-1.46J [-2.117J [-1.76] 

5 Meat, Fish & Eggs 0.1663 0.0326 ·0.0001 0.0065 -0.0037 -0.0066 ·0.0023 
(13.81) (30.88) [-9.039) [3.836] [-2.49) [-2.814] [-0.9684} 

6 Otherfood 1.6490 0.2096 ·0,0109 0.0075 -0.0420 0.0279 0.0188 
[17.321 [35.21 [-1.233] [0.7914] (-5.072] (2.176] [1.374} 

7 Total Nonfood 1.7340 0,5053 -0.2617 -0.1702 -0.0744 0.0237 -0.0098 
[12.94J [31.21] [ ] [ I [ I [ I [ I 

LES-1: Linear Expenditure System With 3 dummies and their interactions 


Appendix Table 2: Parameter estimates of the Nasse Expenditure System: NES 


S,No. Price Related Coefficients Commodity Group Income 
Coefllclent 

-'--' 
Milk & Milk Edible Oils & Total 

Substitutes 
Cereals & Pulses & Meat. Fish do ·.':'Jlher 

Products FatsProducts Eggs food Nonfood 

1 Cereals & S'Jbslitutes 6.4410 0.On9 
(11.51 [5.518) 

2 Pulses &Products -1.0760 0.6834 0.0273 
[-10040 1 (6.319] [20.361 

3 Milk & Milk Products 0.1488 OAI44·0.2321 0.1135 
[0.3589] [.2.553 (1.484J {30.831J 

4 Edible Oil & Fats 0.5443-1.0830 0.6814 -0.1205 0.0423 
[3.631](·1.089 ][·6.709 I [8.521J (34.14J 

5 Meat. Fish & Eggs 0.1453 0.10680.0601 0.0000 .0.0929 0.0336 
[O.5245} (1.967] (1.244] (-.9537[O.OOOIJ 134.58J1 

6 Otherfood 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.8490 0.2008 
(6.155] (-.0155 J (3.385)[6.151] {4.514] (3.916] (37.98J 

.' 

7 Total Nonfood 0.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.92000.0000 0.0000 0.5046 
(6.1621 [0,1525] (·5.097 \[6.095] [3.549\ (4.604J (1.662J (36.81J 

NES: Nasse Expenditure System with 3 dummies 

Figures within parentheses are approximate t-ratios. The coefficients of the dummy variables are not included. 
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Appendix Table 3: Parameter estimates of the Almost Ideal Demand System: LA-AIDS 

S.No. Commodity Group 

Cereals & 
Substitutes 

Pulses & 
Products 

Price 

Milk & Milk 
Products 

Related Coefficients 

Edible Oils & Meat. Fish & 

Fats EQOS 
Other 
food 

Total 
Nonfood 

Income 
Coefficient 

Intercept 

1 Cereals & Substitutes 0.2737 
[10.27] 

-0.0502 
[-5.232 J 

0.3394 

2 Pulses & Products -0.0273 
[-4.450 1 

0.0032 
[0.3272] 

0.0031 
(1.971J 

(lO113 

3 Milk & Milk Products -0.0558 
[-5.027 I 

-0.0347 
[-3.190 J 

0.0202 
[0.9997] 

0.0062 
[1 

0.1)889 

4 

5 

Edible Oil &Fats 

Meat, Fish & Eggs 

-0.0432 
[-7.523

I 

-0.0231 
[-5.947 

] 

] 

-0.0105 
[-1.408 

-0.0251 
[-4.306 

1 

1 

-0.0135 
[-1.474 

0.0093 
[1.24] 

J 
0.0179 
[2 

-0.0014 

I 
0.0029 

[0.3544] 

0.0035 

-0.000.1 

I 

0.0205 

OJ)389 

6 Otherfood -0.0480 
[-3.495 ] 

0.0244 
[2.368] 

0.0623 
[3.646] 

00270 
[2.834] 

0.0144 
[1.838] 

-0.0583 
[-2.320 ] 

-0.0288 
{-8.883 1 

0.3124 

7 Total Nonfood -0.0763 
[-2.298 J 

0.0700 
[3.332] 

0.0123 
[0.3275] 

0.0235 
[1.16] 

0.0231 
[1.236] 

-0.0218 
[-.6329 } 

-0.0308 
[-.3165 ] 

0.0662 
[5.686} 

0.1885 
[4.08} 

LA-AIDS: Linearly Approximated Almost Ideal Demand System with 3 dummies 


Figures within parentheses are approximate t-rat'tos. The coefficients of the dummy variables are not included. 


Appendix Table 4: Parameter estimates of the Almost Ideal Demand System: AIDS 
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Appendix Table 4: Parameter estimates of the Almost Ideal Demand System: AIDS 

S.No. Commodity Group 

Cereals & 
Substitutes 

Price Related Coefficients 

Pulses & Milk & Milk Edible Oils & 
Products Products Fats 

Meat, Fish &. 
Eggs 

Other 
food 

lotal 
Nonfood 

Inoome 
Coefficient 

, 
inten:.2pt 

1 

2 

3 

41 
1 

5 

6 

7 

Cereals & Substitutes 

Pulses & Products 

Milk & Milk Products 

Edible Oil & Fats 

Meat, Fish & Eggs 

Othertood 

Total Nonfood 

0.2635 
[ 9.965 I 

-0.0269 
[-4.327 I 

-0.0542 

I 

-0.0426 
[-7.327 1 

-0.0230 
[-5.917 I 

-0.0518 
[-3.672 I 

-0.0651 
[-2.027 I 

0.0037 
[ 0.377 J 

-0.0330 
[-3.017 1 

-0.0097 
[-1.292 I 

-0.0242 
[-4.166 ] 

0.0247 
[2.399 I 

0.0653 
[ 3.097 I 

0.0237 
[1.162 I 

-0.0121 
[-1.310 1 

0.0095 
[ 1.272 I 

0.0604 
[3.534 1 

0.0057 
[ 0.152 I 

0.0187 
[ 2.417 1 

-00007 
[-.1322 J 

0.0272 
{2.85 I 

0.0191 
[ 0.935 J 

0.0034 
( 0.418 J 

!lO142 
I1 

0.0208 
[ 1.115 I 

-0.0607 
[-2.383 I 

-00142 
{-A 125 I 

-0.0316 
[ -.3264 J 

-0.0508 

I 

0.0032 
[ 2.1]96 

0.0053 
f 2J)23 j 

0.0031 
[ 2.602 

-OJ}OOI 
[ -(U42} 

-410281 
[ -SJ544 

O.OS5S~ 

5.92 1 

R34Q3 

9.830 1 

03]100 

347 1 

0 .. 0.884 
6.425 

0.020'1 

{ 2.826 

OJ1384 
J::7'7 

"..:FJi .... 

(1.3089 

2219 

1932 
4.615 t 

AIDS: Nonlinear Almost Ideal Demand System with 3 dummies 


. Figures within p<:lfcr.thcscs are approximate t-ratios. The coefficients of life dummv v"lriables are not included. 
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AppClOdlx Tablo 5: t,udUCit ahllroll, IntlOrrHll!. own.prhlo alMliclllQllllnd gOOdf\llU 01 fit m!l311UrOIl: I.ES.1, 
r~ural h1tl0I11f! Group I 

f'·bar Information App 
Squarll Inacouracy Urb: 

0,01481,0870 ·0,7163 0,9629 1.0000C(jrf!al~ 8. Sub· 04Ba;~ 0,4582 
fIIlM!!!') 

0,00071,00001.1700 0,9920PUI~1ll1I 8. 0,0367 0.0364 ·0.49072 
Prcdu(l\1,I 


3 'Milk & Milk M279 0,[J328 
 0,00411,00001,0410 0,9075·0,4364 
2Productlll 


4 !Ediblo Oil &. M394 0.0392 
 1,0000 0.00080,99541.1650 ·04904 .Fats 
0,9414 1.0000 0.0004 


Eggs 

6 


5 Meat, Fish &. 0,0234 0,0241 0,9204 ·0.3823 

Othorfood 0.1827 0.1962 0.9412 -0,4917 0.99GO 1.0000 0.0028 

7 Total Nonfood 0,2017 0,2131 0,8111 -0.4413 0,9941 1.0000 0.0038 

Appendix Table 6: Budget shares, Income & own-price elasticities and goodness ot fit measures: LES-1, 
Rural Income Group II 

API 
UrI 

S.No. Commodity income : Own-price R-bar InformationObserved Expected Sq Corr Coel bet· 
Group ElasticityBudget Share Budget Share Elasticity Square Inaccuracy 

Expenditures 
ween Obs/Exp 

1 Cereals &. Sub· 0,01150.3623 0.9577 -0.8324 0.96960.3667 1.0000 
slltutes 


2 
 Pulses & 1,05300.0419 -0,82520.0420 0,9899 1.0000 0.0001 

Products 


3 
 Milk & Milk 0.0703 1.1540 -0.9040 0.9452 1,0000 0.0025 

Products 


00712 

4 Edible Oil & 0.0459 0.0461 1.0640 -0,8342 0.0003 

Fats 


5 


0.9861 1,0000 

Meal, Fish &. 0,0001 

Eggs 


6 


0.0319 1.0320 -0.8075 1,00000.0320 0.9959 

otherlood -0.8147 0,00160.1943 0.1955 0.9922 0.9976 1.0000 

7 Total Nonfood 0.2490 0,00380.2511 0.9990 -0.8317 0,9876 1.0000 

Appendix Table 7: Budget shares, income & own-price elasticities and goodness of fit measures: LES-1, 

Rural Income Group III 


S.No. Commodity Information 

Group 


Income IOwn-price Sq Corr Coef bet- R-barObserved .1 Expected 
Inaccuracy 

Expenditures 
Budget Share· Budget Share Elasticityi EI<:lsticity ween Obs/Exp Square 

S 

1 Cereals & Sub 0.01780,2220 1.00000.2182 0,8874 -0.8352 0.7641 
sliMes 


2 
 Pulses & 0.0009 

Products 


3 


0.0332 -0,8015 1,00000.0329 1.0020 0.8783 

Milk & Milk 0.1017 0.0022 

Products 


0.1013 1.00001.0790 -0.9708 0,8682 
" 


4 
 Edible Oil & 0,0368 0,0006 

Fats 


5 


0.0366 1.0040 -0.9037 0,8701 1.0000 

Meat. Fish & 0.0288 0.0006 

Eggs 


6 


00286 1.0100 -0,9079 0.8923 1.0000 

Otherlood 0.1716 0.00250.1710 0.9799 -0.8989 1.00000.8981 

7 Total Nonfood 0.4059 0,02690.4113 1.0470 -0.9653 0.9398 1.0000. 

(iv) 



Apr)ondlx TnbJo 6: Budglll sharu, Inooml! & Qwrl-prloo elutloltlos and goodnoSli of fit mClaliuru: LES.1, 
IJrbtln Income Group I 

$.No Commodity 
Group 

Obll~rv~d 

Budllol Share 

-

li£xplil(;l~d 

l3udgol SharI! 
Inoornlil 
EhHltlcily 

Own-pnco 
Elasticity 

Sq Corr Coof bot
ween ObelElxp 

Expenditures 

R·bllr 
SqUllfO 

Ifltormatlen 
Inaccuracy 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Coreals & Sub· 
stitutes 

Pulses & 
Products 

Milk & Milk 
Products 

Edible Oil & 
Fats 

Meat. Fish & 
Eggs 

Otherfood 

0.3732 

0.0365 

0.0463 

0.0467 

0.0297 

0.2231 

OAI4!i 

0.0392 

0.0401 

0.0465 

0.0286 

0.2088 

0.9237 

1.2310 

1.4300 

12230 

1.1340 

0.9516 

·0.6439 

-0.5847 

·0.6744 

-0.5848 

·0.5349 

-0.5478 

0.9719 

0.9920 

0.9756 

0.9951 

0.9795 

0.9971 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1,0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

0.0155 

0.0003 

0.0038 

0.0012 

0.0006 

0.001$ 

7 Total Nonfood 0.2426 0.2223 1.0060 -0.5811 0.9939 1.0000 0.0057 

Appendix Table 9: Budget shares, income & own-price elasticities and goodness of fit measures: LES-1, 
Urban Income Group II 

S.No. Commodity Observed R-bar InformationOwn-priceExpected IIncome 
Group Budget Share Square InaccuracyBudget Share. Elasticity Elasticity 

Cereals & Sub· 0.2374 0.2355 0.8406 1.0000 0.0058-0.7614 0.9590 
stitutes 

2 Pulses & 0.0404 00403 1.0330 1.0000 0.000:2·0.8689 0.9835 
Products 

3 Milk & Milk 0.0960 0.0963 1.1410 -09586 1.0000 0.00030.9940 
Products 

4 Edible Oil & 0.0558 1.0000 0.00010.0557 1.0650 ·0.8968 0.98.18 
Fats 

5 Meat. Fish & 0.0370 0.0370 1.00001.0550 -0.8860 0.00000.9973 
Eggs 

6 Otheriood 0.2180 1.0000 0.00040.2182 0.9953 ·0.8683 0.9979 

7 Total Nonfood 0.3155 1.0000 0.00370.3171 1.0570 -0.9223 0.9904 

Appendix Table 10: Budget shares, income & own-price elasticities and goodness of fit measures: LES-1, 
Urban Income Group II! 

S.No. Commodity Observed I Expected Income .1 Own-price ISq Corr Coel bet-, R-bar IInformation 
Group Elasticity. Elasticity ween Obs/Exp Square Inaccuracy 

Expenditures i • 

Budget Share Budget Share 

1 Cereals & Sub 1.0000 0.00580.1072 0.1063 0.7834 -0.7529 0.6975 
stitutes 

2 Pulses & 0.00121.00000.0250 0.0248 0.9745 -09109 0.7627 
Products 

3 0.0017Milk & Milk 1.00000.1001 0.0997 1.0520 -0.9833 oaro8 
Products 

4 0.0015Edible Oil & 1.00000.0404 0.0401 1.0050 -0.9392 0.8078 
Fats 

5 0.00041.0000Meat, Fish & 0.93400.0323 0.0322 1.0120 -0.9455 
Eggs 

0.00226 1.0000Olherfood 0.95440.99540.2110 0.2106 -0.9431 

0.01601.00007 Total Nonfood 0.9741-0.98440.4840 0.4864 1.0390 

(v) 



Appendix Table 11: Budget shares, Income & own-prico nlastlclties and goodness of fit m(!ilsurtlS: LES-l! 
All India, Combined 

! S.No. Commodity Observed Expected Inuome Own-pnce . Sq Corr Coof bet- H·,bar Information 
Group Budget Sharo BudgCl\ Share Elasticity Elasticity ween Obs/Exp Squaro Inaccuracy 

Expenditures 

1 Cereals & Sub 0.3115 0.3134 0.\ 565 -0.7558 0.8498 1.0000 0.0126 
stitutes 

2 Pulses & 0.0358 0,0350 1.1020 -0,7601 0,8822 1.0000 0,0006 
Products 

3 Milk & Milk 0,0696 0.0692 1.1360 -0.7913 0.9259 1,0000 0.0027 
Products 

4 Edible Oil & 0.0436 0.0434 1.1040 -0.7635 0.8866 1.0000 0.0008 
Fats 

5 Meat. Fish & 0.0298 0.0297 1,0330 -0.7124 0.9408 1.0000 0.0004 
Eggs 

6 Otherfood 0.2000 0.1994 0.9716 -0.7271 0.91132 1.0000 0.0020 

7 Total Nonfood 0.3097 0.3091 1.0020 -0,7809 0.9707 1.0000 0.0101 

Appendix Table 12: Budget shares, income & own-price elasticities and goodness of fit measures: NES, 
Rural Income Group I 

S.No, Commodity 
Group 

Observed 
Budget Share 

Expected 
Budget Share 

Inu'lrne 
Elal.ticity 

Own-pnce 
Elasticity 

Sq Corr Coef bet
ween Obs/Exp 

Expenditures 

R-bar 
Square 

Information 
Inaccuracy 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Cereals & Sub
stitutes 

Pulses & 

Products 
Milk & Milk 

Products 
Edible Oil & 

Fats 
Meat, Fish & 

Eggs 
otherfood 

0.4883 

0.0367 

0.0279 

0.0394 

0.0234 

0.1827 

0.4519 

0.0370 

0.0376 

0.0404 

0.0260 

0.1950 

1 1070 

1~390 

10710 

1.1420 

0.9893 

0.9170 

-0.5688 

-0.0048 

-0.3033 

-0.3093 

-0.7007 

-0.4224 

0.9812 

0.9966 

0.9094 

0.9978 

0.9578 

0.9958 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

0.0132 

0.0018 

0.0052 

0.0002 

0.0006 

0.0031 

7· Total Nonfood 0.2017 0.2122 0.7682 -0,3710 0.9929 1.0000 0.0040 

1 i 

Appendix Table 13: Budget shares, income & own-price elasticities and goodness of fit measures: NES, 
Rural Income Group II 

S.No. Commodity Observed Expected Own-price Information~nc' .me Sq Corr Coef bet-I R-bar 
Group Budget Share Ela' .ticityBudget Share Elasticity ween Obs/Exp . Square Inaccuracy 

Expenditures . 

1 Cereals & Sub 0.3667 -0.7284 1.0000 0.01010.3465 o.t'444 0.9695 
stitutes 

2 Pulses & 0.0420 1 . 100 1.0000 0.00030.0414 -0,5747 0.9964 
Products 

3 Milk & Milk 0.0703 1.1 150 1.00000.0784 -0.8717 0.9463 0.0029 
Products 

4 Edible Oil & 0.0459 0,0472 1 ( ll80 0.9917 1.0000 0.0001-0.7407 
Fats 

5 Meat. Fish & 1 ( )~)20 0.00020.0319 0,0322 0.9971 1.0000-0.9480 
Eggs 

i
6 Otherfood 0.1943 1.0000 0.00160.1947 O!1917 -0.7911 0.9976. 
7 Total Nonfood 0.00391 ( ll60 0,9879 1.00000.2490 0.2596 -0.8229 

. ~ - ;; 
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Appendix Tablo 14: tludg!!t II IU'lr1l II , Incom!! 8. own-prlol' .1l1liII01 IIIHI nnd goodn\'iu 6f fit ml'llSsuros: NES, 
RUrllllnoomo Group III 

IiI-No, InlonneUonexpeoted Sq Corr Coot bot R·barIncomo""" ""'''''''Y "''''''''' "'" iVf:I";;~~: InaccyraoyGroup Illudgol Sharfi! llludgGt Shilto Elill.llcity ween Obil/Exp Square" 

ExpendilUres 

1 1,0000 0,0165Cerllill~ & S,,!lJ< 0,2220 0,2204 0,07B1 ·0,7706 0,7590 
Illlt.ull)G 

2 Puiliell & 0,033;1 0,0295 Q,1l614 -0,7626 0,9078 0.0012',0000 
Producw 

1,00003 Milk & Milk 0,1017 1.1)810 <0,9536 0,00250.86800.0945 
ProdutJtt; 

0,0()064 1,0000Edible Oil 8. 0,89060.0368 -0.84590.0343 oOB22 
Fat" 

5 1 1)070 0.0()06Meat. Fish 8. 0,0288 -0,9606 1.00000.0279 0.8851 
Eggs 

1,00006 Oth&riocd 0.1716 0,1783 0,11842 0.8970 0.0026-0.8922 

7 1.0000T olal Nonfood 04059 Ul570 ·0,9625 0.9410 0.02630.4153 

Appendix Table 15: Budget shares, Income & own-price ola:;.tlcltles and goodness offit measures: NES, 
Urban Income Group I 

S,No. Commodity Observed Sq Carr Coef bet- R·bar InformationExpected Income Own-price 
Group SquareBudget Share ween ObslExp InaccuracyBudget Share Elasticity Elasticity 

Expenditures 

1 1,0000Cereals & Sub· 0,9711 0,01430.3732 0.4160 0.1)254 -0.5016 
stitutes 

2 Pulses 8. 0.0385 0,0393 -0,1430 1.00001 '1240 0.9919 0.0009 
Products 

3 Milk & Milk 0,0463 1 ;1860 0,9745 1.0000 0.00440.0373 -0.5083 
Products 

4 Edible Oil & 0,0467 1 '1840 -0.4044 0.9957 : 1.0000 0.00040.0463 
Fats 

5 Meat, Fish & 0.0297 0.0274 -0,7290 0,9832 1.0000 0.00051.1400 
Eggs 

6 Otherfood 0,!)6460.2231 0.2117 0.9971 1.0000 0.0018-0.5031 

7 Total Nonfood 0_00630,2426 U)310 -0.5385 0.9941 1.00000.2220 

Appendix Table 16; Budget shares, income & own-price elasticities and goodness of fit measures: NES, 
Urban Income Group II 

S.No. Sq Corr Coef betOwn-pnceCommodity I Observed R·bar IinformationExpected ,I Income 
Square Inaccuracyween Obs/Exp Group Budget Share ElasticityBudget Share. Ela'iticity 

Expenditures 

0.00561 -0,6793 1.0000Cereals & Sub 0.95670.2374 0.2496 0.11495 
stitutes 

2 Pulses & 1.0000 0.00030,9890-0.67440.0404 o!l9410.0404 
Products 

0.00053 Milk & Milk 0.9943 I 1.00000,0960 -0.93391.15200.0696 
Products 

0.00024 Edible Oil & 0.9842 1.00000.0558 -0.83180.0545 1.0410 I 
Fats 

0.00005 1.0000Meat, Fish & 0.99560,0369 -0.96860.0370 Ul700 
Eggs 

1,0000 0.00046 Otherlood -0,8531 0.99,800.2180 0.2191 0.11967 

0.00361.00000.99077 Total Nonfood -0.91120.3155 0.3097 1.0650 

(vii) 



AppendlK Table 11; Oudgol IIMrl!lJ. it)OfJrtln & (lwn-prICD elllllUolllflll aM IlQotInilu of fit MOillUfillll NEG, 
Urban lnaoml! Group II! 

N,1 COflllll1i & Sub. 01072 0,1033 0,7542 ·0,6514 0,7000 1,0000 0.0053 

slllule$ 


0,0014PUISlllll!. 0,0250 M2E14 0,91302 ,{),8172 0,7804 1,0000:2 1Products 
0,00203 Milk 8. Milk 0,1001 0.1071 1,0590 .o,gm 0,8963 1,0000 

Products 
4 00015edible 011 & 0,0404 0,0426 0,9939 ·0,9092 0,8209 1,0000 

Fats 

5 
 0.0004Meat, Fish & 0,0323 0,0330 1,0180 ·0,9799 0,9313 1,0000 2 

Eggs 
0,00246 Otherfood (),2110 0,2025 0,9917 ·0.9329 0,9550 1.0000 

7 0.0156Total Nonfood 0,4840 0,4831 1,0440 -0.9826 0.9747 1.0000 3 

Appendix Table 16: Budget shares, Income & own-price elasticities and goodness of fit meaSUres: NES, 
All India, Combined 

4 
R-bar Information 


Group BLldget Sharo ween Obs/Exp 

S,No. Commodity Observed Sq Corr Coet bet-

Square Inaccuracy 
Ex endituros 

Cereals & Sub 0.3115 0,3122 0.9580 -0.6753 0.8460 1.0000 
stiMes 

2 Pulses & 0.0358 0,0356 1,0730 -0.5584 0.8747 1,0000 
Products 

3 Milk & Milk 0.0696 0.0695 1.1360 -0,7368 0,9122 1,0000 
Products 

4 Edible Oil & 0.0436 00436 1.0760 -0.6742 0,8867 1,0000 
Fats 

5 Meat. Fish 8. 0.0298 0.0298 1.0490 ·0,7634 0.9324 1,0000 
Eggs 

6 Olherfood 0.2000 0,1999 0.9702 -0.6946 0.9646 1,0000 

7 Total Nonfood 0,3097 0,3091 1.0070 -0.7554 0.97l8 1,0000 

0.0115 

0,0011 
<:-

0.0032 

0,0005 

0.0004 

0.0021 

0,0102 

AppendiX Table 19: Budget shares, Income & own-price elasticities and goodness of fit measures: LA-AIDS, 
Rural Income Group I 

S,No, Commodity 
Group 

Observod 
Budget Share 

Expectod Income Own-price 
Budget Share ElastiCity Elasticity 

Sq Corl' Coet bElt-, 
ween Obs/Exp 
Expenditures , 

R-bar 
Square 

Information 
Inaccuracy 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Cereals 8. Sub
stitutes 

PLllses 8. 
Products 

Milk & Milk 
Products 

Edible Oil & 
Fats 

Meat, Fish & 
Eggs 

Otherlood 

0,4883 

0.0367 

0,0279 

0.0394 

0.0234 

0.1827 

0,4836 

0.0391 

0,0316 

0,0400 
_. 

0,0241 

0.1840 

0.6963 

1.0790 

1,1960 

1.0900 

0.9940 

0.8435 

-0.3834 

-0.9207 

-0.3642 

-0,5565 

-0,8808 

-1.2880 

0.9955 

0.9876 

0.9293 

0.9972 

0,9583 

0.9006 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1,0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

0.0082 

0,0011 

0.0025 

0.0004 

0.0004 

0.0012 

7 Total Nonfood 0.2017 0,1976 1.3350 -1.2230 0.9949 1.0000 0.0165 

(viii) 
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